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Summary

D

ata management represents a complex challenge in today’s environment of large and often distributed data sets, rapidly evolving
technologies, increased reliance on outsourced resources, and
developing regulations regarding data access and use (Ahalt et al. 2014).
Specific challenges include a need to manage data across multiple, geographically separated users, while ensuring enforcement of data-related
policies; automation of tasks; data replication, back-up, and archiving;
quality control; metadata capture and catalog; and access control. This
white paper provides an overview of a proven technology that overcomes
these challenges to enable policy-based, distributed data management:
iRODS, the integrated Rule-Oriented Data System.

The Challenge: Data Management
Gone Awry

M

r. John Doe just lost his job as Chief Information Officer (CIO) of
a successful company that provides data management services
to multiple clients. On top of that, the company is now facing a
multimillion dollar lawsuit that likely will discredit its reputation and lead
to its collapse.
All of these events transpired over the course of one week—when Mr.
Doe lost 10 years of clinical trial data that belonged to one of his company’s clients, a small but respected Clinical Research Organization (CRO)
that was running a multicenter clinical trial on behalf of a large pharmaceutical company.
Mr. Doe’s company had been providing data management services to capture data across clinical trial sites, integrate the data within a centralized
company database, and provision the integrated data to study personnel
upon request via a Web-based user interface. The company’s trouble began when its primary database crashed due to a faulty update in the BIOS
software that was managing the company’s data storage devices.
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iRODS Capabilities
at a Glance
•

Data Virtualization

•

Policy Virtualization

iRODS technology provides a comprehensive solution to policybased data management across multiple, geographically separated
users, with features to enable data and policy virtualization; automation of tasks such as data replication, back-up, and archiving;
quality control; metadata capture and catalog; and secure data
access.

•

Automation

•

Replication

•

Back-up

•

Archiving

iRODS has been deployed in at least 39 countries from around the
globe, with user groups drawn from U.S. federal and international
agencies, international consortia, commercial entities, non-profit
organizations, and academic institutions. iRODS installations currently manage billions of files and >30 petabytes of data.

•

Quality Control

•

Metadata Capture
and Catalog

•

Access Control

iRODS At A Glance
•

The Team

The iRODS Consortium has been established to ensure long-term
sustainability of the open source iRODS through ongoing development and innovation.
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Information Technology (IT) staff investigated but concluded that they could not recover the data. They also
informed Mr. Doe that the data were not replicated in
a secondary database or at center sites, which meant
that the data were no longer being pulled from sites
or accessible to the client, leaving the trial essentially
suspended. At this point, Mr. Doe was upset but not
terribly concerned; after all, he knew that his IT staff
backed up company data nightly using a secure database. His IT staff reminded him, however, that the
company’s administration, in an effort to constrain
costs and reduce back-up time, had decided not to
back-up the raw data files, just the processed data
files.
The raw data files from the first five years of the
10-year period in question were archived using tape
drives, but the company stopped archiving data
because the system was not automated and the IT
staff member who was responsible for archiving left
the company to pursue a new opportunity. In addition, the system used to read the tape drives was an
older, legacy system that was no longer in general use,
and even if current IT staff could find a replacement

system, insufficient metadata existed on the data and
software to interpret the data and verify data quality.
To make matters worse, they discovered that a few
of the archived tape drives were missing, and they
feared that the tapes were leaked to the former IT staff
member’s new employer, a competitor and unauthorized user.
Mr. Doe was forced to reveal his company’s data management problem to the client CRO and the large pharmaceutical funder. The administration at the pharmaceutical company was, for obvious reasons, outraged.
After all, they lost millions of dollars and many years’
time collecting data that were now lost forever. They
feared that the processed data that were still available would not be sufficient to create a Clinical Study
Report and address any concerns that the US Food &
Drug Administration might have when evaluating the
Investigational New Drug that they were developing.
The pharmaceutical funding agency responded by
removing the CRO from their contractor list and filing a
lawsuit against Mr. Doe and his company. Mr. Doe was
promptly fired.

The Solution: iRODS, the integrated Rule-Oriented
Data System

Our protagonist’s story could have had a very
different outcome had he adopted the open
source iRODS for his data management needs.
iRODS was architected by the Data Intensive
Cyber Environments Center in collaboration
with RENCI, and with contributions from multiple groups throughout the world, as a comprehensive solution to the complex challenges
involved in managing data across multiple,
geographically separated users. iRODS is a file
system that functions as middleware in the
sense that it is runs on top of other software
programs and operating systems and can be
called by higher-level software. iRODS has several key components (see Figure 1): the iRODS
Resource Server(s); iRODS User Interface;

Figure 1. An overview of several key components of
iRODS, including: the iRODS Resource Server(s); iRODS
User Interface; iRODS Rule Engine; iRODS Rules; iRODS
Microservices; and iRODS iCAT Metadata Catalog. DBMS
= DataBase Management System. Note that the iRODS
Resource Server can access network-based storage systems through plugins such as Amazon’s S3 API.
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iRODS Rule Engine; iRODS Rules; iRODS Microservices;
and iRODS iCAT Metadata Catalog. An iRODS Data Grid
can be created by linking multiple iRODS Resource
Servers and related components Each component
provides key functionalities that address specific challenges in distributed data management.
The iRODS Resource Server manages access to a
defined collection of digital objects; the digital objects
may map to a traditional file storage system, a cloudbased storage system such as Amazon S3, an Object
Store such as the Data DirectTM Networks WOS, nontraditional file systems such as Apache® HDFS, or even
dynamically instantiated data via a web service or SQL
query against a RDBMS. Access to the iRODS Resource
Server is achieved via the iRODS User Interface, of
which there are several existing types, including command line–driven, web-based, and client-based GUIs.
In addition, domain-specific interfaces can be created to meet individual user needs. The iRODS User
Interface is used to securely visualize, access, analyze,
upload/download, and share all digital objects that are

managed by the iRODS Resource Server. iRODS supports multiple methods of user authentication (e.g.,
secure passwords, GSI, Kerberos, LDAP/PAM) and data
encryption, both at rest and in motion, to provision
secure data access. As middleware, iRODS can also be
accessed directly via user interfaces associated with
software applications running on top of it, thus providing integration within existing systems and reducing
deployment costs by eliminating the need to adapt
existing infrastructure.
Multiple iRODS Resource Servers can be supported
by a single instance of iRODS through a distributed
iRODS Data Grid, which is accessed through the iRODS
User Interface and enables data virtualization and
access to all iRODS Resource Servers in the data grid.
In the example shown in Figure 2, five different iRODS
Resource Servers are supported across five geographically separated users. The iRODS Resource Servers can
be located anywhere in the world, and iRODS does not
limit the number of servers that can be supported.

Figure 2. The iRODS Data Grid. In the example shown, the iRODS Data Grid is comprised of five distributed iRODS Resource Servers
across five geographically separated users. Note that the iRODS iCAT Metadata Catalog typically resides as a centralized relational
database in a specified server in the data grid (User C in this example). Any commercial database can be used to host the iRODS iCAT
Metadata Catalog, and most support replication of the database to either a secondary database or to distributed databases through
a “master-slave” configuration. Not depicted are the iRODS Rule Engine, Rules, and Microservices, which are stored redundantly
within each server in the iRODS Data Grid, or the iRODS User Interface.
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The iRODS Rule Engine resides within each iRODS
Resource Server and implements user-defined policies by invoking executable iRODS Rules. The policies
are customizable and can address all aspects of the
data management lifecycle, including: data flow (e.g.,
data collection, storage, movement, back-up, replication); data curation (e.g., data provenance, annotation,
metadata, archiving, publication); data analytics (e.g.,
data cleaning, transformation, filtering, visualization,
and quality control); and data security (e.g., data access, user authentication, data encryption, audit trails).
For example, the policies may specify that the data
should be replicated to one or more secondary iRODS
Resource Servers in the iRODS Data Grid to ensure that
the data remain available in the event of a failure of
one or more data systems.
Other policies may address the frequency and methods for data back-up to enable disaster recovery or
data archiving to provide long-term, high-quality preservation of data. Policies also may define the analytical
steps required to conduct quality control checks on the
data in order to verify data integrity. Yet other policies
may specify authorized users and conditions related to
data access.
Metadata Example
Logical Name: /SiteX/RDDept/Flow/Study101
Physical Name: /London/var1/proj/labx/flowdata
Laboratory PI: Jane Doe
Date: 01/01/2014
Time: 01:45:12
Study: Clinical Trial on the Safety and Efficacy of DrugX
in Stimulating Immune Function among Patients with
Chemotherapy-induced Immunodeficiency
Data Source: Peripheral blood
Antibodies: PE-conjugated anti-CD3 antibody, FITCconjugated anti-CD4 antibody
Assay Conditions: Data captured under conditions x, y, z
Data Capture Technology: Brand X, v 2.0, Flow Cytometer

iRODS Rules implement these policies through iRODS
Microservices that define specific policy-related tasks.
iRODS Microservices are, as the name implies, small,
user-defined operations (e.g., conducting a specific
search of an external database, performing an analysis of the data, zooming in on an image) or systemdefined operations (e.g., deleting backed-up data older
than one month, checking for corrupt data, verifying a
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user password). iRODS Microservices automate complex workflows and are executed by iRODS through the
iRODS Rule Engine, thus providing policy virtualization.
Updates to the iRODS Rules and Microservices can be
made independently of modifications to core software
code, thereby providing system extensibility. iRODS
also accepts numerous plugins to provide even greater
extensibility.
iRODS implements a single logical namespace to
organize and catalog digital objects across data systems in the iRODS Data Grid; this approach ensures
standardization across users and provides data virtualization across the distributed grid. iRODS captures
and catalogs this information with additional metadata to maintain an up-to-date record on the state of
the digital objects (past and current). The metadata
are stored in the iRODS iCAT Metadata Catalog. The
iCAT Metadata Catalog is typically configured as a
centralized relational database that resides within a
specified iRODS Resource Server; however, any commercial database can be used to host the catalog, and
most commercial databases have features to enable
replication of the database to a secondary database
or to distributed databases through a “master-slave”
configuration. Any commercial database can be used
to support the iRODS iCAT Metadata Catalog, and most
have features to enable replication of the database
to a secondary database or to distributed databases
through a “master-slave” configuration. The metadata
include: user domain–related metadata, such as data
annotations, data origination steps, and domain-specific data schemas; and system-related metadata, such
as user namespace (e.g., contact information, title,
role on project), file namespace (e.g., creation date,
location, access controls), and storage namespace
(e.g., capacity, quotas, type [archive, disk, fast cache]),
(see box “Metadata Example” at left). Thus, the iRODS
iCAT Metadata Catalog manages user-defined metadata, maintains consistent administrative information
about the distributed environment, and tracks data
provenance.”
A final feature of iRODS that is worth emphasizing is
that iRODS was developed as open source software,
with continued development and updates provided by
the iRODS Consortium of users and developers (irodsconsortium.org). Thus, long-term sustainability of
iRODS is secured through proven open source community development (Hammond 2009).
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Our Protagonist’s Story: A Better Outcome

A

s discussed, Mr. Doe’s company was hired to
provide data management services on behalf of
a CRO and pharmaceutical funder for a 10-year
clinical trial involving multiple centers. Suppose that
iRODS had been installed to manage the study data.
iRODS can provide data virtualization across the center
sites by implementing a unified name space and creating a distributed data grid, thus eliminating the need
for data to be centralized at a single site.
iRODS also can be used to provide policy virtualization
and the automation of tasks. For example, iRODS policies can be defined and deployed to ensure that study
data are automatically replicated to multiple, geographically separated iRODS Resource Servers, thereby
guaranteeing that they remain accessible in the event
of a failure of one or more data systems. iRODS policies
can also be defined to automatically back-up processed
data every 24 hours and archive raw data once per
week. This approach would allow Mr. Doe’s company

The Upshot

i

RODS provides a comprehensive solution to the
many challenges involved in distributed data
management.

Key user features:
1. Data virtualization is provided through a unified
logical namespace for digital objects to provide
standardization and shared access to data across
a distributed data grid.
2. Policy virtualization is provided through the automation and execution of all user-defined data
management policies by a powerful, distributed
rule engine.
3. Data management tasks, such as data replication,
back-up, archiving, and quality control, are automated and can be defined based on user needs
and available resources.
4. A centralized iCAT Metadata Catalog is used to
maintain consistent administrative information
about the distributed environment, manage userdefined metadata on digital objects, and track
data provenance.
5. Data access is secured through administratordefined policies related to authentication of
each user, authorization of each operation,
management of audit trails, and transport-level
encryption.
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to keep costs and back-up time to a minimum, while
ensuring immediate access to nearly all processed data
and eventual recovery of most raw data in the event of
a catastrophic failure of a storage system. The iRODS
iCAT Metadata Catalog can be used to archive data
with the necessary metadata to enable interpretation
of the data and validation of data quality over time
and across evolving storage systems, thus minimizing
downstream issues related to legacy storage systems
and time-related data degradation. Additionally, iRODS
can secure data access by implementing policies
requiring, for example, two-factor user authentication
and encryption of data at rest and in motion, which
would minimize the risk of data leakage.
Had Mr. Doe relied on iRODS for his company’s data
management needs, he likely would still be employed
as CIO, he and his company would not be facing a large
lawsuit, and his client (the small CRO) would not be
facing an uncertain future.

Key technical features:
1. The middleware technology is directly accessible
by software applications through a user-level file
system and supports access to multiple types of
data storage resources, including databases, file
systems, Network File Systems, cloud storage systems (e.g. Data Direct™ Network WOS, Amazon’s
S3 storage), Apache® HDFS, and tape archive
systems (e. g. Sun Sam™ FS, Quantum® Scalar).
2. The technology is extensible, via plugins and
updates to rules and microservices that can be
made independent of modifications to core software code.
3. The technology is adaptable for a variety of users
and applications (e.g. data sharing in research
projects, pipeline processing via workflows, data
publication in digital libraries, and data preservation in archives).
4. The technology is scalable, from personal use to
multi-user, distributed collaborations involving
petabyte-sized data sets.
5. The technology is open source, with ongoing sustainability ensured via the iRODS Consortium.
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The Big Picture

i

RODS represents a novel and versatile technology
designed to enable policy-based, distributed data
management across the data lifecycle. The iRODS
Consortium supports ongoing development and innovation of iRODS, thus ensuring long-term sustainability. iRODS is currently used by numerous groups and
for a variety of applications (e.g., Hedges et al. 2007;
Rajasekar et al. 2006; 2010a,b; Barg et al. 2011; Chiang
et al. 2011; Schnase et al. 2011; Ward et al. 2011;
Schmitt et al. 2013).
User groups include the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, National Archives and
Records Administration, National Optical Astronomy
Observatory, United States Geological Survey, Broad
Institute, International Neuroinformatics Coordinating
Facilities, Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, Computing
Center of the French National Institute for Nuclear
Physics and Particle Physics (CCIN2P3), the French

National Library, the French Data Grid, CineGrid,
the iPlant Collaborative, BaBar High Energy Physics
Experiment, the Australian Research Collaboration
Service, DOW Chemical, Bejing Genome Institute,
Distributed Bio, Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC),
Cleversafe, and numerous academic research units
from around the world.
iRODS has demonstrated success at scale and currently
supports more than 20 petabytes at the Wellcome
Trust Sanger Institute, over 6 petabytes of data at
the French CCIN2P3, about 2 petabytes of data in
the BaBar High Energy Physics Experiment, approximately 15,000 users in the iPlant Collaborative, more
than 500 storage resources in the Australian Research
Collaboration Service, about 300 million attributes in
NASA’s Center for Climate Stimulations, and dozens
of sites located across the United States, Europe, and
Japan through the CineGrid organization. In all, iRODS
installations have been used to manage billions of files
and over 30 petabytes of data.
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